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STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS DIVISION
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PLANS FOR FY 1983
AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR FY 1982
By
KAY S. BALES
SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper is to present the Structures and
Dynamics Division's research plans For FY 1983 and
accomplishments for FY 1982. The work under each branch/office
is shown by RTR Objectives_ Expected Results_ Approach_
Milestones, and FY 1982 Accomplishments. Logic charts show
elements of research and rough relationship to each other. This
information is useful in program coordination with other
government organizations in areas of mutual interest.
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II FACILITIES
The Structures and Dynamics Division has four major
facilities to support its research (shown in figure 1.)
The Structures and Materials Laboratory equipment includes a
i_200_000 ibf capacity testing machine for tensile and
compressive specimens up to 6 Feet wide and 18 feet long; lower
capacity testing machines of 300_000, 120_000_ 100_000 and
I0_000 lbf capacity; torsion machine of approximately 60_000 in.-
lbf capacity; combined load testing machine; hydraulic and
pneumatic pressurization equipment; and vertical abutment-type
backstop for supporting and/or anchoring large structural test
specimens.
The Impact Dynamics Research Facilities consist of the
Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility (ALDF) currently being
upgraded under a $15M CoF project_ and the Impact Dynamics
Research Facility. The ALDF will consist of a rail system 2_500
ft. long x 30 ft. wide_ a 1.73 Mlbs. thrust propulsion system_ a
test carriage capable of approximately 220 knots, and an
arrestment system. A wide variety of runway surface conditions,
ranging from dry and flooded concrete or asphalt to solid ice_
can be duplicated in the track test section. In addition_
unprepared surfaces such as clay or sod can be installed for
tests to provide data on aircraft off-runway operations.
The Impact Dynamics Research Facility simulates crashes of
full-scale aircraft under controlled conditions. Simulation is
accomplished by swinging the aircraft by cables_ pendulum-style_
into the ground From an A-frame structure approximately 400 ft.
long x 240 ft. high.
The Structural Dynamics Research Laboratory is designed for
carrying out research on spacecraft and aircraft structures_
equipment_ and materials under various environmental conditions_
including vibration_ shock, acceleration_ thermal and vacuum.
Equipment in the laboratory includes a 55-ft. (inside diameter)
thermal vacuum chamber with a removable 5-ton crane, a flat floor
70 feet from the dome peak, and whirl tables.
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RTOP 505-37-13 Computer Aided Design
RTR 5C)5-37-13-01 Finite Element Machine
OBJECTIVE:
Complete 36-node (processor) prototype Finite Element
Machine, develop algorithms_ run applications, and assess
future capability of parallel processing for structures
problems.
EXPECTED RESULTs:
Develop a prototype Finite Element Machine (FEM) using
microprocessors to demonstrate efficient computational
methods for large-scale structural analysis applications
by the end of FY 1985
Develop a second-level Finite Element Machine (FEM 2)
based on advanced MIMD (multiple instruction_ multiple
data) distributed architecture concepts to demonstrate
several orders of magnitude reductions in time and cost
for finite element/finite difference calculations typical
oF solid/fluid mechanics applications by the end of FY
1987
APPROACH:
To understand possible advantages of parallel processing_
the feasibility of obtaining structural analysis solutions
using microprocessors will be investigated. Under the FEM
program_ a series of microprocessors will be assembled and
used to solve a variety of structural analysis problems.
Various methods of solution including relaxation techniques
and direct inversion will be studied to determine which
solution techniques are most suitable for rapid solutions.
MILESTONES:
o Purchase/deliver FEM controller, October 1982
o 16-node FEM hardware operational, January 1983
o Application of FEM to structural studies_ October 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o 4-node test bed FEM operational
o Test problems solved on 4-node system show FEM potential
o 36-node hardware completed preparatory to system
implementation and testing
o Effectiveness of minicomputer and array processors for
CAD demonstrated
o INTEL approves proposal to donate to ICASE 432 micro-
processors and data base processor for hardware research
RTR 505-37-13-02 Integrated Programs for Aerospace
Vehicle-Design (IPAD)
OBJECTIVE:
To develop the preliminary design of a full IPAD software
system and implement a prototype system (denoted IPIP) for
the total management of aerospace-vehicle design processes
in the 1980°s which will permit reductions in the design
cycle time and cost.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Establish IPAD data base management software on CDC host
computer, including geometry capability and limited computer
networking by the end of FY 1985
Develop and validate a distributed IPAD engineering/
scientific data management software capability for a
network of mainframe/mini/microcomputers which supports
design/analysis and geometry data for representative aero-
space and space platform configurations by end of FY 1989
APPROACH:
Under existing IPAD program, The Boeing Company will develop
prototype software appropriate for engineering data base
management of an integrated computer-aided design system of
the future. The development will include system architec-
ture for multischemata (multiviews) of the data and
consideration of data networking. The functionality and
efficiency of the prototype software will be evaluated by
Boeing, NASA, and members of an Industrial Technical
Advisory Board (ITAB).
MILESTONES:
o Release of IPIP Version 4.0 (with wire frame geometry)
for CDC computer, January 1983
o Interim geometry standards release, May 1983
o Release of RIM/IPIP coupled system, June 1983
lO
o Requirements for microcomputer DBM system, August 1983
o Complete IPIP Version 4.0 operational at LaRC_
September 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o IDEF IPIP documentation (4 volumes)
o IPIP 3.0 multischema data management system
o RIM 5.0 relational data management system
o Partial integration of geometry schema with IPIP
o Draft documentation of IPIP system, geometry schema, and
RIM/IPIP interface
II
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IV IMPACT DYNAMICS BRANCH
RTOP 505-33-53 Advanced Structural Analysis Methods
RTR 505-33-53-05 B-720 Crash Test
OBJECTIVE:
To enhance passenger safety through improvement of analysis
methods, airframe structural concepts, and seat/restraint
system concepts for future aircraft under crash conditions.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Demonstrate improved static and new dynamic seat test
methods in FY 1983
Analytically and experimentally demonstrate load-limiting
concepts for GA seat and subfloor structure in FY 1983
Develop and validate multiple occupant/seat/restraint
system simulation by FY 1985
Develop definitive transport crash loads by full-scale
testing and compare with analytical predictions by FY 1985
APPROACH:
Nonlinear analytical techniques potentially suited to
integration into design methods will be used to predict
crash dynamic response of -Fuselage sections, seat/
restraints/occupant systems, and complete airplanes.
From load-limiting structures the most promising seat
and fuselage concepts will be selected and dynamically
tested. A data acquisition system will be designed,
fabricated, and installed in the B-720 test article.
A full-scale B-720 crash test will be performed to provide
archival crash response data as a metal baseline for
future composite structures research.
MILESTONES:
o Assemble prototype data system for onboard measurements,
October 1982
o Analytical modeling by Boeing using DYCAST, December 1982
o Specifications and procurement of dummies and cameras,
January 1983
o Design and fabricate energy absorbing passenger seat
concepts, January 1983
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o Conduct vertical drop test of fuselage section, May 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Released DYCAST to industry through a workshop in
April 1982
o Completed data system design and procured hardware for
a 147-.channel prototype system
o Initiated trarlsport seat development program with a
leading seat mar_ufacturer
o Completed crash scenario definition
o Modified seat/occupant model (DYSOM) computer program
being exec:uted at LaRC
RTR 505-33-53-.09 Impart Behavior of Composite Structures
OBJECT IVE"
To establish a data base, (_evelop a better understanding of
the behavior, and generate/or verify analytical and
empirical tools to predict global response characteristics
of compc_site structures under crash loading conditions.
EXPEC'I"[ED RESUL_'['S:
Develop a data base or_ composite structural behavior under
crash loading conditions by FY 1986
AF'PROACH"
Concluct static and dynamic tests on representative composite
structural components. 'Test articles will be aimed at
building fundamerrLal understanding of crash dynamics
behavior. Develop methods, procedures and apparatus in-
house to conduct these tests. Develop a data base to
evaluaLe effect of combined loadings on global response,
stiffness and failure. Analytical predictions using exist-
ing nonlinear computer programs will be compared to e:.'peri-
mental results. Supportive contractual efforts will be used
mainly to fabricate composite components requiring special
tool ing.
MILESTONES:
o Predict behavior of composite arches during snap-through,
conduct static tests, and compare with analysis,
December 1982
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o Conduct abrasion tests on composite and metal coupons,
February 1983
o Fabricate arches -l:ordynamic tests, March 1983
o Conduct abrasion tests on beams and stif-Fened skin
components, December 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Planned comprehensive program on generic composite
components subjected to crash Ioadings
o Abrasion test machine purchased; abrasion coupons
received from contractor
o Initial study of tearing o-f composite skin completed
(L_ockheed-Cal iForn ia )
o Obtained composite beam elements -l:orabrasion tests from
contractor (Lockheed-California)
RTOP 505-42-23 Rotor craft Airframe Systems
RTR 505-42-23-04 Composite Crash Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
To better understand the response characteristics of generic
composite components sub jet:ted to crash loading conditions.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Develop in-house test methods, pr-ocedures and apparatus to
conduct static and dynamic c_ombined loading tests on
representative composite beam elements
APPROACH"
To €_ollect and assess the data, evaluate the efTect of
combined loading on global response, stiffness and failure,
and define residual strength aTter failure. Analytical
predictions using DYCAST will be compared to the experi-
mental results. Supportive contractual efforts will be
used mainly to fabri_ate composite components requiring
special tooling.
MILESTONES:
o Have straight and curved composite beam elements
designed and fabricated for combined loading tests by
Contractor (Lockheed-CaliTornia), January 1983
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o Design and fabricate test fixture .for static and
dynamic combined loading tests of composite beam
elements, March 1983
o Conduct combined loading static tests on beams,
July 1983
o Compare combined loading static tests results with
analysis,. September 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS"
o Planned and initiated a comprehensive program on generic
composite components subjected to crash loadings
RTOP 5t*o-4o _ Aircraft Landing Dynamics
RTR uo5-4_-_._.-CI Aircraft Landing Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
Advance the technology for safe, economical all-weather
aircraft ground operations_ including the development of
new landing systems.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Develop and validate software simulation of ACLS and active
control gear concepts in FY 1983
Conclude study of thermal effects on tire integrity by FY
1984
Complete modified flight simulator for research on aircraft
ground handling in FY 1984
Conduct comprehensive interagency study to validate
predicted aircraft stopping performance under all-weather
conditions by FY 1984
Develop and optimize analytical tire models to facilitate
tire and gear designs by FY 1985
APPROACH:
In tire modeling efforts_ in-house research and grants will
be continued to develop a family of analytical tire modelso
capable of predicting both static and dynamic response as
well as tire heat transfer. The reduced basis vector method
will be exploited to simplify nonlinear analysis. The
accuracy of the models will be established by comparison with
experiment.
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For antiskid systems_ research results on braking pressure-
type response and simplified tire stiffness models will be
incorporated into software For antiskid simulation. A
hydraulic breadboard will be fabricated to provide an
accurate analog of the braking system. Upon completion,
antiskid simulations wil be compared with DC-9 flight test
data as well as data obtained on the landing loads track.
An AGARD summary paper on aircraft simulation fidelity for
ground performance operations will be co-authored by NASA
and BAC (British Aerospace Corp.).
In research on advanced landing systems_ studies of air
cushion landing systems will continue. An analysis model
of air bay response will be improved. Studies of braking
and steering concepts using a modified swamp buggy vehicle
and models will be conducted on runways as well as water
surfaces.
MILESTONES:
o Improved tire static load/ground reaction apparatus
operational, November 1982
o Publish results from tire thermal studies_ February 1983
o Develop contact algorithm For tire finite element model_
December 1982
o Complete hardware modifications to aircraft ground
handling simulator, January 1983
o Complete software simulation of a hydromechanical anti-
skid system, March 1983
o Publish results from air cushion landing system (ACLS)
braking and steering tests and tests to validate ACLS
analysis_ May 1983
o Prototype acceleration-monitoring system evaluated for
on-board aircraft user July 1983
o Conduct full-scale and model studies as needed to support
landing loads track update
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Tire modeling workshop in September 1982
o Studies of brake dynamics and tire tread temperatures
generated during antiskid operations completed and
results published
o Track data from F-14 FOD tests and F-4 bomb-damaged
runway tests transmitted to Navy and Air Force,
respectively
2O
o Technique developed for" accurately monitoring speed,
heading, and ground track of freebody vehicle
o Concepts evaluated for steering and braking air cushion
landing systems operating on concrete and grass
o Agreement obtained between air cushion analytical model
and experimental behavior of ACLS test vehicle
o F-4 main gear and electronic controller modified for
active gear experiments
o On-site support provided for Space Shuttle STS-3 landing
at White Sands
21
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STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
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RTOP 505-33-33 Composites
RTR _'_ _ _ "o0o-_._.-._._-06 Composite Structures Design Technology
and
RTOF' 534.--03-23 Composite Materials and Structures
RTR 534.--03-23-07 Composite Structures Design Technology
OBOECT IVE:
Develop mechanics technology required for- the design of
efficient, fault-tolerant advanced-composite aircraft
structural components subject to combined loads, impact,
postbuckling effects and local discontinuities.
EXPECTED RESULTS"
Understand mechanics of buckling and effects of flaws and
damage on strength predictions for composite structures
in FY 1985
Demonstrate the ability to predict the postbuckling
response of __-omplex composite structures in FY 1986
APPROACH"
The advanced structural concepts and configurations that
exploit the advantages of composites as well as advanced
design methods for advanced composite flat and curved panels
and stiffened shell structures will be developed. Compres-
sion, tension; shear and combined loads representative of
aircraft primary wing and fuselage components will be
considered. Methods will be developed for- predicting
strength, buckling and stiffness of composite components
including the effects of foreign-object damage, cutouts and
postbuckling. An experimental data base will be established
for- composite airframe structural components including
damage, cutouts and postbuckling and correlated with
analytical predictions.
MILESTONES:
o Initiate cutout reinforcement study for composite panels:
October 1982
o Complete study of damage-tolerance concepts for
pressurized composite fuselage structures, December 1982
o Extend stiffener pull-off failure analysis and verify
with tests; December 1982
2S
o Develop test plan to study the damage tolerance of
composite fuselage panels, January 1983
o Initiate study of the effects of impact damage and
holes on the behavior of composite shear panels,
March 1983
o Document preliminary study of the effects of internal
pressure on curved composite panels, March 1983
o Initiate analytical study of stiffened fuselage shells
with buckled skins, June 1983
o Develop mathematical models for predicting compressive
strength of multidirectional composite laminates,
June 1983
o Complete preliminary postbuckling study of stiffened
and unstiffened composite shear webs, September 1983
o Complete preliminary study of the effects of stiffener
eccentricity and skin discontinuities on the response of
stiffened compression panels, September 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o F'reliminary study of flat stiffened composite compression
panels completed and documented
o Picture-frame shear-panel test fixtures with improved
corner kinematics designed, fabrirated and placed in
service for stiffened and unstiffened shear panels. Four
stiffened and two unstiffened panels have been tested;
analysis and additional testing under way
o Crashworthy composite fuselage component test plan
developed
o Preliminary study of effect of stacking sequence on
compression strength of finite-width composite plates
with holes documented and extended study under way.
Results include the effects of drilled and punched holes
and cracks
o Three stiffened curved compression panels have been
tested; analysis and comparison with flat panel results
under way
o Composite Failure Mechanisms and Failure Analysis Work-
shop held at Langley, March 23-25, 1982
o Two-dimensional buckled delamination propagation analysis
documented
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o Microbuckling failure mechanism identified as a critical
failure mechanism for compression loaded laminates with
impact damage and holes
o Preliminary study of the effects of cut stiffeners on the
postbuckling behavior of stiffened compression panels
. under way
- RTR 534-03-23-08 Failsafe Composite Structures
OBJECTIVE:
Develop structures technology and damage containment
concepts required for the design of efficient_ damage-
tolerant advanced-composite aircraft structural components
subject to combined loads, impact_ local discontinuities
and nonlinear effects.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Develop and verify fault-tolerant structural concepts for
composite wing and fuselage structure in FY 1986
APPROACH:
Damage-tolerant structural concepts and configurations will
be developed .For low-strain fuselage components with buckled
skins and high-strain buckling-resistant wing components.
Compression, tension_ shear and combined loads representa-
tive of aircraft primrary structures will be considered.
Metlnods will be developed for predicting strength and
response characteristics of damage-tolerant structural
concepts including the effects of damage, cutouts, post-
buckling and internal pressure. Failure mechanisms will be
identified and analytical procedures will be verified by
testing structural components of the appropriate size.
MILESTONES:
o Initiate analytical and experimental study of effect of
resin shear modulus on microbuckling and compression
failure of composites_ October 1982
o Initiate study of internal load redistribution due to
local stiffener failure of stiffened compression panels,
October 1982
o Initiate in-house testing of LIOII composite -Fin PRVT
spars and covers with and without damage_ October 1982
o Evaluate damage-tolerant characteristics of Kevlar-
epoxy-skins and graphite-epoxy-stiffener hybrid com-
pression panel concept_ November 1982
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o Complete concept development and design report for
damage-tolerant high-strain wing compression panels,
February 1983
o Release RFP for damage-tolerant wing panel contract_
March 1983
o Initiate study of wing-panel longitudinal-splice joint
concept for improved damage tolerance, April 1983
o Fabricate four damage-tolerant wing compression panels_
June 1983
o Complete design and fabrication of stiffened composite
Fuselage panels for combined-load testing_ September
1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Contract to initiate analytical study of stiffened
composite fuselages with buckled skins in final RFF'
release stage
o Contract task awarded to design and fabricate test
specimens representative of large composite stiffened
fuselage panels subjected to combined loads
o Contract task awarded to design and fabricate damage-
tolerant wing compression panels
o Defined standardized compression-loaded impact test that
has been adopted by industry to evaluate damage-tolerant
material systems
o Soft-skin and discontinuous-laminate structural concepts
demonstrated for improved damage tolerance of compres-
sion-loaded stiffened panels
RTR 534-03-23-09 Nonlinear Analysis
OBJECTIVE:
Develop structural analysis methods for predicting the
nonlinear behavior of aerospace structures.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Develop nonlinear procedures for" reduced degree-of-freedom
and time-integration analyses of aerospace structures with
large deflections in FY 1984
28
APPROACH:
Advanced structural analysis procedures for aerospace
structures with nonlinear- responses will be developed.
MILESTONES:
J
o Document study of reduction methods for nonlinear
transient dynamic problems with step loadings,
° November 1982
o Document matrix partitioning approach for nonlinear
structural problems with closely spaced modes and
modal interaction, January 1983
o Complete preliminary study of corotational elements
with large rotations for STAGSC-I/RRSYS_ August 1983
o Evaluate approaches for incorporating nonlinear
postbuckling analyses in sizing procedures_
September 1983
o Introduce an accurate advanced analysis procedure on
generalized Newton°s method into a prototype nonlinear
analysis code, September 1983
o Extend study of reduction methods for nonlinear transient
dynamics problems to include additional loading
conditions, September 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
J
o Matrix partitioning approach developed for nonlinear
structural problems with closely-spaced small eigen-
values and modal interaction
o Installed nonlinear analysis code for general shells
(STAGC-I) on Langley CYBER-203°and improved its
computational efficiency
o Identified and documented column impact dynamic response
characteristics
o Reduced methods for I-D nonlinear transient dynamics
problems extended to 2-D problems with step load_ngs
o.
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RTOP 505-33-53 Advanced Structural Analysis Methods
RTR 505-33-53-10 Structural Mechanics Analysis
OBJECTIVE:
Develop structural analysis and sizing methods for
predicting and designing for nonlinear behavior of aero-
space structures including postbuckling phenomena and
ultimate strength.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Develop pilot nonlinear analysis and sizing procedures
fQr composite structural components in FY 1985
APPROACH:
Using combinations of in-house research_ contracts_ and
grants_ develop and assess analytical techniques for
studying the buckling nanlinear response of composite
aerospace structures. Compare that response with failure
criteria_ also to be developed and assessed, to predict
the ultimate strength of aerospace structures. Develop
and assess structural sizing algorithms that can be
combined with these analysis techniques and failure
criteria to produce procedures for sizing composite
aerospace structures that undergo large_ complex_ non-
linear deformations.
MILESTONES:
o Initiate study of eTfects of geometric imperfections
on postbuckling behavior of curved composite panels_
January 1983
o Introduce crack finite element into pilot structural
sizing code to study damage-tolerant designs for
stiffened panels_ March 1983
o Identify governing parameters for postbuckling of
orthotropic composite plates under combined compression
and shear_ September 1983
o Extend application of generalized Newton's method to
postbuckling of stiffened orthotropic plates,
September 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Identified modeling detail required for analyzing flat
stiTfened composite compression panels with postbuckling
response. Excellent analytical correlation with test
results
3O
o Identified governing parameters for postbuckling response
of orthotropic composite plates loaded in shear
o Developed improved shear buckling analysis procedure for
stiffened composite panels
• o Developed and documented structural sizing capability
with collapse constraints
- o Multiparameter reduced bases technique developed for
buckling and postbuckling analyses of composite plates
31
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DYNAMICSOFADVANCEDSPACESTRUCTURES
MAJORTHRUSTS FY82 1 FY83 FY84 FY85 1 FY86 EXPECTEDRESULTS
ACTIVE/PASSIVEDAMPING&CONTROL
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STRUCTURE CABLESTIFFENED_ CAPABILITYFOR
ANALYSI STRUCTURES LOW-RESPONSE
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RTOP 506-53-53 Analysis and Synthesis
RTR 506-53-53-08 Analysis and Design - Structural Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
Accomplish validated capability to control excessive respon-
ses of large flexible space structures by active and passive
methods.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Evaluate_ by end of FY 1983_ new or improved nonlinear
algorithms for dynamic analysis
Develop and validate methods for predicting and reducing
the response of large .lexible space structures by FY 1984
APPROACH:
Coordinated test and analysis programs will be performed on
simple structures For development of analysis_ system
identification_ test_ and control concepts. Evaluation of
methods on more complex structures will then be conducted.
Active damping concepts will be demonstrated on an eight-
foot-square grillage model with emphasis on actuator types
and characteristics in a joint program with CTFMD. Advanced
actuator _oncepts will be studied under grant and in-house
and developed to give desired control characteristics.
Advanced oFf-line system identification algorithms for
structural vibration data applications are being evaluated
and improved for- use in realistic condition of noise_ non-
linearities, available test times and excitation forces.
Current emphasis is on large amplitude effects and closely
spaced modes. An accurate automated math model improvement
method for matching measured modal characteristics is being
extended to include damping and selected constrained term
provisions. An automated design method -For improving the
dynamic response of structures is under development and
will be improved to include active/passive control combina-
tions and sensitivity analyses. Flight dynamics control and
deployment of dynamics of large flimsy booms for antenna
mast and space station applications will be studied. Also
ground test methods will be sought which allow character-
izing these flimsy booms to the extent possible in a one-g
environment. Method for identifying equivalent partial
differential equations for complex structures will be
investigated as a method for simplifying mathematical models
of booms_ dishes_ and trusses.
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MILESTONES:
o Begin closed-loop tests on grillage_ October 1982
o Begin tests of beam in 16.7-meter thermal-vacuum chamber,
October 1982
o Begin closed-loop active damping tests on griilage_
October 1982
o Complete nonlinear FFT modal test study_ November 1982
o Establish requirements for low frequency ground tests_
December 1982
o Begin tests of first space station component_ May 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Defined structural dynamics flight experiment require-
ments for large space structure experiment
o Completed experimental study of active damping of beam
o Completed analytical/experimental study of membrane
dynamics
o Developed passive stiffness design approach for
structures
o Designed thermal flutter experiment
o Completed sensitivity study of ITD modal test method
o Demonstrated accurate automated model improvement
computer program on LDEF
o Completed analytical/experimental study of ITD modal
data analysis of two hardening nonlinear systems
o Completed investigation of slender element impact
dynamics
o Completed preliminary design of active dampers for
grillage
o Initiated eigenvalue sensitivity study for optimal
stiffness design
o Initiated experimental and analytical study of pre-
tensioned hexagonal rings
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RTR 506-53-53-09 Space Station Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
Develop new analytical methods for predicting the coupled
structural dynamics and control of multibody space station
configurations. Specific objective for FY 1983 is
establishment of needs for space station analysis.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
t
Develop_ by FY 1985_ an integrated analysis/synthesis
capability which addresses the dynamic behavior of large
aerospace structures under mechanical and thermal excita-
tions_ including structure/controls interactions
APPROACH:
Assess state-of-the-art analysis technology for multibody
structure/control. Evaluate analysis technology through
application to fundamental low-frequency structure/control
problems and multibody configurations. Fabricate and
perform tests of simple configurations for comparison with
analyses. Develop new method where needed such as improve-
ments or adaptation of modal synthesis techniques_ nonlinear
steady-state solutions_ and improved transient algorithms
for low frequency dominated system. Identify and pursue
needs in passive damping models and connection interfaces.
MILESTONES:
o Initiate assessment of existing methods for coupled
dynamics/control of multibody configuration_ October
1982
o Design multibody space station generic structure_
February 1983
o Identify technology needs for adaptation of modal
synthesis techniques to multibody vibrations and inter-
facing modeling, March 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Initiated state-of-the-art methods assessment study for
space stations
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RTR 542-03-04-01 Solar- Array Dynamics
OBJECTIVF:
To obtain video taped optical observations of the solar
array during its orbital flight test. To develop a TV/image
processing based photogrammetry system capable of making
motion measurements in the laboratory on a large, flexible
structure and use this system to analyze the video tapes
of the solar array -Flight test. To use results from
analysis of flight test to study the structural and control
dynamics of a large, flei,'ible structure. Primary objective
•for FY 1983 is to demonstrate capability of optical measure-
ment/analysis on a low-frequency solar array type test
article.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Comparison of flight results with analytical prediction of
the solar array dynamics
To prove techniques for remote measurement/detection of
dynamics of large flexible structures
APPROACH:
This is a joint and cooperative effort with the Marshall
Space Flight Center in conjunction with their Solar Array
Flight Experiment. The shuttle closed circuit television
(CCTV) system will be used to obtain video taped optical
observations of a system of passive targets on the Solar
Array during the flight test. Parallel with the MSFC
development of flight hardware, LaRC will develop a
laboratory prototype measurement system. This system will
utilize a combination of analog and digital processing
techniques to analyze TV images of a model or simulated
structure. From the analysis will come a mathematical
description of the displacement time history of the model.
In conjunction with this prototype development, existing
math models will be used in simulation studies to under-
stand the dynamic characteristics of the Solar Array and
possible modal responses to expected excitations on orbit.
Appropriate existing analysis techniques will then be
selected which are capable of using time domain displacement
data to determine the modal and frequency responses and
damping rharacteristics. After the flight test, the above
developed system and analysis techniques will be used to
process CCTV video tapes and study the flight dynamics of
the Solar Array.
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M ILESTONES"
_:_ Complete video demonstratior_ on I/l()--s(:aletest article,
December' 1982
o C_Implete dynamic analyses oT .flight array, De_:ember 1982
o Complete development of orb-orbit e:._perimental pro_:edures
with MSFC, Mar(:h 1983
o Test large--scale mcldel, May 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS"
o [.aRC experimental requirements have been baselined in the
MSFC Flight Program
o CCTV system has been designed and implementation
authorized at OSC
o Preliminary design of the video analysis system has been
done and acquisition anM Tabrication of pr'ototype is in
progress
(_ A stereo triar_gulation displacemer_t analysis system has
been identified and is on oi_der"
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STRUCTURALCONCEPIS(ADVANCEDSPACESTRUCTURES)
NAJOR
THRUSTS FY82' FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 EXPECTEDRESULTS
BUCKLING& VIBRATIONSTUDIES__
RANDOMIMPERFECTIONSTUDIES _ ANALYSIS VALIDATED
JANALYSIS1 --SURFACEACCURACY , _ VERIFICATION ANALYSIS
--INTERNALFORCES ,,,,,,,,._ EXPERIMENTS .METHODS
{MESH&NEMBRANEANALYSIS_ _[STRUCTURAL/KINEM TIC
I TRUSSDESIGNCRITERIA_,.,_, II
CONCEPTSI DEMONSTRATED
I SPACESTATION I _ STRUCTURAL
,." EXPERI ENT
• BEAMCRITERIA_ADVANCEDBEAM[..,,..,'''_" L
STUDIESI -DEVELOPMENT_
NAVYTOWERSTUDIES I
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RTOF' 506-53-43 Advanced Space Structures
RTR 506-53-43-01 Advanced Space Structures
RTR 506-53-43-53 Navy VLF Tower Model and Test
OBJECTIVE:
Develop deployable and erectable structural concepts and
associated design technology for future large space
structures.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Validated analysis and design capability for large space-
craft by the end of FY 1984
Establish feasibility of controllable geometry "serpentine"
beams by FY 1984
Establish, by the end of 1985_ structural concepts_ deploy-
ment schemes, and packaging techniques that will permit
planar structures on the order of 100 to 200 meters in size
to be carried into orbit in one shuttle flight and automati-
cally deployed
Establish erectable concepts and asembly methods for struc-
tures of 100 to 1000 meters in size by end of FY 1985
APPROACH:
In the structural concepts area_ folding and packaging
techniques for very lightweight deployable structures will
be investigated. The effects of using very slender members
to achieve high packaging efficiency will be evaluated. A
truss structure will be constructed for static and dynamic
tests to confirm the theoretical predictions. Research will
also be carried out on structural concepts which are capable
of being rapidly erected on orbit.
Structural parametric studies will be conducted on large,
faceted antenna concepts. Studies of achievable accuracy
in erectable and deployable concepts will be investigated.
Selected problems in construction/operational dynamics will
be performed. The effects of orbital transfer thrust loads
on structural sizing will be investigated. Parametric
studies will also be conducted on structures appropriate for
use on low earth orbit space stations.
Conceptual studies including hardware development will be
conducted on new deployable and erectable structural members
and structural configurations. The major emphasis of this
effort will be focused on providing highly controlled and
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reliable on-orbit structural construction. Exploratory
studies will be made of introducing multiple actuation
devices into the structure such that its geometry can be
controlled at will. Initial efforts will be on a controlled
geometry boom.
MILESTONES:
o Test 10-bay serpentine beam, December 1982
o Fabricate 2-D synchronously deployable truss, January
1983
o Fabricate first generation slender strut_ May 1983
o Fabricate erectable beam concept, July 1983
o Fabricate 6-bay model of synchronously deployable truss_
September 1983
o Fabricate 4-bay (i meter) model of sequentially
deployable truss
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Testing and documentation of mobile work station erection
test in the MSFC neutral buoyancy tank completed
o Working models of two serpentine beam concepts completed
and demonstrated
o Contractor study on low coefficient of thermal expansion
materials completed
o Working model of a critically damped synchronizer joint
for deployable trusses completed
o Working model of a sequentially deployable truss
completed
o Studies completed on low drag struts for low orbit space
stations
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STRUCTURALCONCEPTS(SPACETRANSPORTATION)
LOGICDIAGRAM
- '............. ii
DISCIPLINARYTHRUSTSFY82 I FYi31 FY84 i FY85 I'FY86 ,EXPECTEDRESULTS
FUTURESPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEMS IDENTIFICATIONOF
.... (_ODERATE& HEAVYLIFT) ENABLINGAND '
SYSTEM ON-DE_NDUTILITY& MILITARYSTS ENHANCINGRESEARCH
STUDIES TECHNOLOGY
ORBITALTRANSFERVEHICLES
o STRUCTURALCONCEPTS
,_,RSII o THERMALMANAGEMENT
CRYOGENICTANKAGE(FSTS,OTV,SPACESTATION)
STRUCTURAL CARBON/CARBONH TSTRUCTURE VALIDATIONF
CONCEPTS (BODYFLAP,AEROSHELL) , STRUCTURAL
LIGHTWEIGHTPANELS(CORRSKIN, CONCEPTS "'
SANDWICH,METALMATRIX)
INSULATEDSTRUCTURE
4DUR-A-BLETPS(FIETALLIC"&CERAMIC):_
THERMALMANAGEMENT -_RYO-INSUL.ATION _..._-"_lIw,_...-.-_"--_,_
VALIDATIONF
TECHNIQUES i_EAIPiPE-L,.ELI _,,'F_ THERMALcoNCEPTsMANAGEMENT
_PACKAGEDINTERNALINS-ULATION _/'
THERMALSTRUCTURES [FACILITYPLANNIN'G(_GHTEMP-CRYO)i #o NATIONALTHERMAL
LABORATORY (HIGHTEMPLAB _ STRUCTURESRESEARCHLAB| im _ , _ • _ __ , , i , _ _
UI_,]LC 1 [VL :
D=,_elop and _.alidaLe througtl .-in,_lysis and Lest efficient
structural concepts and thermal management techniques
_r-itical to the design u,f future space transportation
• systems (STS).
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Develop advanced carbon-carbon (ACC) hot aer-oshell struc-
tur'eidaze fastener through design and tests by FY 1985
Develop concepts for hot ACC body .Flap designs and conduct
c_._mponent tests bv FY 1985
De-fine and provide test data ot effective cryo tankage
structure for advar_ced STS by FY 1986
AF'PROACH:
Fabrication of panel and joint components of lightweight
cr_.ogenic tankage str-uctural concepts will continue on
contr-act. Completed panel test specimens will be tested
in tensior_ and ii_ compression stability tests to validate
concepts. Funding permitting, validated concepts will be
scaled-up leading to tests of cylindrical tank structure
of r___presentative construction. Fastener concepts for
advanced carbon-carbon,.'superalloy attachments will be
tested under contract and in-house. Element and small
component testing of advanced carbon-carbon materials to
obtain preliminar_ material design values at elevated
temperatures and evaluate the structural ability of the
mater-_al system will begin both in-house and under contract.
Manpower under this RTR will continue to support an in-house
study of future space transportation systems including
second generation space shuttle and orbital transfer
_ehicles.
MILESTONES"
o Receive initial tankage panel test components: February
1983
o Initiate ACC material characterization contract., April
1983
o Complete ACC fastener study, June 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Completed design and initiated fabrication of reusable
cryogenic tankage wall concept test articles
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o Completed initial structural definition of a future space
transportation system based on ACC hot aeroshell with
thrust-supporting non-integral tankage
o Completed preliminary design of ACC shuttle orbiter body
flap with top surface removed
o Initiated contract to evaluate low thermal stress
fastener concept for use with ACC materials (Director's
Discretionary Fund)
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STRUCTURALCONCEPTS(AERO)
LOGICDIAGRAM
DISCIPLINARYTHRUSTSFY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 EXPECTEDRESULTS
-'MACH4-6CRUISEAIRCRAFT ,, _p IDENTIFICATIGNOF
ENABLINGAND
SYSTEM IWIDE'AR_ADEFENSEMISSI ENHANCINGRESEARCH
STUDIES _PERSONICCRU!SE_TECHNOLOGY
IMACH'2-3SUPER'if oSTRUCTURALCONCEPTS
CRUISER 1 oTHERMALMANAGEMENT
, .,_G,.p_-- ,,,__ " _] N ANEL,FAB&TEST -
FUSELAGEPANELFAB&TEST'"
CONCEPTS L E-i-NT_RgAC-oVALIDATIONOF
iNE>_r STRUCTURALCONCEPTS
LH2 STRU!TUREI
11 _ __ I i J I i
RAM_E_"ENGINEConCEPTSANDCOMPONENTTESTS
THERMALMANAGEMENT
IC/CWADMCOMBUSTE'T'E'R---CONCEPTS
' - SCRAMJE__'TRUT- i- SIDEW_LL
DEL_ERYT_T
RTOF' 505-33-53 Advances Structural Analysis Methods
RTR 505-33-53-11 High-Speed Aircraft Structural Concepts
. OBJECTIVE:
Develop and evaluate airframe and engine structural
• concepts and thermal management techniques appropriate
for aircraft which cruise in the flight regime ranging
from supersonic to hypersonic.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Complete fabrication and test of lightweight compression
panel concepts for supersonic aircraft by end of FY 1983
Define and provide test data on effective structural
concepts and thermal management techniques for Math 4-5
aircraft airframe by end of FY 1986
AF'F'ROACH:
Fabricate curved cap panel fuselage wall concepts leading
to compression panel tests to validate SPF titanium fabri-
cation procedures and structural efficiency projections.
Initiate the development of high-speed aircraft fuselage
panel optimization studies using existing structural
optimization analysis codes. Investigate high-temperature
thermal management techniques applicable to internal
insulation concepts for a Math 5 ramjet, including the use
of zirconia tubes as isolators for the combustion liner and
LiH phase-change heat-sink system for thermal control of the
internal wall of the diffuser. Titanium panel Tabrication
procedures using superplastic forming will be studied in-
house.
MILESTONES:
o Delivery of fuselage panel test components, February
1983
o Initiate in-house test program investigating high
temperature thermal management, March 1983
° o Completion of first series oT fuselage panel tests at
Dryden, August 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Completed optimum sizing of curved cap panel concept for
high-speed aircraft fuselage and initiated fabrication
of compression panel test specimens
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o Initiated ramjet engine design study contract for engine
using methane fuel
o Completed all contractual testing of welded and diffusion
bonded 6-2-4-2 titanium
o Completed initial design of ramjet engine combustor liner
for a JP fueled engine
RTOP 505-43-83 Hypersonic Vehicles
RTR 505-43-83-07 Hypersonic Aircraft Structural Concepts
OBJECTIVES:
Develop and evaluate engine structural and thermal management
concepts suitable for air-breathing engines which operate at
high altitudes in speed regimes greater than Math 4.
EXPECTED RESULTS:
Demonstrate fabricability and determine thermal/structural
performance of hydrogen cooled scramjet fuel injector strut
by end of FY 1983
Define and provide test data on effective structural
concepts and thermal management techniques for Math 4-5
aircraft liquid methane ramjets by end of FY 1986
APPROACH:
Two areas of research are under way in support of the
technical objectives. First, titanium sandwich panels
suitable for the wing skin of Math 5 aircraft have been
designed, are currenty being fabricated under contract, and
will be tested at elevated temperature at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility. Second, two studies in air-breathing
engines are under way. The fuel-injection strut of the
scramjet engine is cinder construction and funds will be used
to validate the multiple brazing processes required during
fabrication before proceeding with final fabrication. A
study of structural concepts for the combustor and nozzle
of a Mach 5 ramjet engine is under way investigating
concepts applicable for a methane fueled engine. The
contractual and in-house study will be extended to include
concepts applicable for a JP fueled engine.
MILESTONES:
o Initiate contract extension for ramjet engine_ December
1982
o Take delivery of titanium sandwich panels_ May 1983
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o Take delivery of scramjet fuel-injection strut, July 1983
FY 1982 ACCOMPLISHMENTS_
o Completed wing titanium sandwich skin design and
initiated test specimen fabrication using FY 1982 funds
made available at Dryden
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SPECIALIZEDCOMPUTERHARDWAREPROMISESBENEFITS
IN STRUCTURALCOMPUTATIONS
Robert E. Fulton
IPAD Project Office
2887
(RTOP 505-33-63)
As a part of the computer-aided design research conducted in-house by the
IPAD Project Office staff, an effort is underway to develop computational
devices specialized for structural calculations. This research is to take
advantage of new advances in microprocessors and to reduce the time and/or
cost of structural computations. The design concepts for a specialized
computer, denoted Finite Element Machine, are under investigation and an
experimental version composed of 36 separate microcomputers is under
development at Langley. Each of the 36 microcomputers is used to model
structural equations at one or more sets of nodes. The 36-node hardware
is nearing completion, as indicated on the attached slide, and some early
results for plane stress analysis have been obtained with four processors
operating in parallel. The slide shows on the right a cantilevered plate
in plane stress which has been solved by the finite element method. The
finite element equations for the indicated four regions were assigned to
four different processors and the equations solved iteratively by the
successive over-relaxation method. The problem was also solved with one
processor and the relative speedup in computational speedup was 2.84 as
compared to the theoretical maximumof 4.0. The difference is due to the
overhead in the computation process wherein each processor has some wait
time while others are still calculating. The results indicate that dramatic
gains in computation time are possible when the number of processors is
large (_-lO00's).
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JAARS/NASAMOOIFIEDSEATEFFECTIVEIN PREVENTINGINJURY
Robert G. Thomson and Dwioht G. McSmith
Impact Dynamics Research Facility
Extension 3795, 3210
January 25, 1982
(RTOP 505-33-53)
Jungle Aviation and Radio Services (JAARS),along with Mission Aviation Fellowship
and Wings of Hope, have sustainedin their daily operationsserious accidents
resultingin injury and, on some occasions,death. In recentyears, attention
has been focusedon serious back injuries from high vertical decelerations.
Also noted were other serious injuriesapparentlyconnectedwith restraint
problems and/or seat separatingfrom connectingtracks. There are about 30
missionaryorganizationsflying more than 400 aircraftin countriesall around
the world. This fleet is comprisedof a cross sectionof most single and light
twin aircraftsuch as the Helio Courier; Cessnas180, 185, 206, 210 and various
400 series twin;Piper single engine aircraftof various types and Piper twins
such as the Aztec and Navajo. Also included are Douglas DC-3's,Aero Commanders,
a Twin Otter and rotor wing aircraft such as Hughes 500, Hiller and Bell.
A contactwith Dwight McSmithof NASA-LangleyResearch Centerwas made at
Oshkosh,Wisconsinduring an annual conventionof the ExperimentalAircraft
Association. This contact,along with the injury-relatedaccidentswithin
the above-mentionedorganizations,led JAARS and NASA to a cooperativeeffort
towardsa common goal of crash protection. Modificationcoming to JAARS
attentionfrom NASA research included use of a sheet metal seat pan in aircraft
seats, a double shoulderharness, and lap belt with metal-to-metalhardware.
In addition,early tests indicatedthat a material called temper foam, developed
to provide improvedsupport for astronauts in spacecraft,when used over a
sheet metal seat pan, offered greater protectionin terms of reduced "G"
loads and less slack in the lap belt than conventionalseat cushionmaterial.
JAARS modified as many seats as possiblewith a sheet aluminum pan and 3 inches
of temper foam on the seat and 2 inches for the back. JAARS also designed an
'S' frame (see figure) to obtain as much attenuationprotectionas possible
within limitedspace constraints.
Recently,LangleyResearch Center completedcrash test #20, a controlled
crash of a light twin (Aztec) impactingat 60 miles per hour, at a minus 15°
flight path and 0° pitch. One of JAARS' newly designed 'S' frame seats,
completewith temper foam cushions,was installedin the pilot's sectionof
this aircraftfor this test. The crash data showed the anthropomorphicdummy on
the 'S' frame seat received 20 G's while the anthropomorphicdummy in the
standard co-pilotseat received 30 G's at a sink rate of 7 m/s (23 _ps).
" In Februaryof 1981, a Cessna 206 crashed in Papua, New Guinea, during a training
flight. Three basic modificationsdealingwith crashworthinesshad been
, incorporated:the seats had a sheet metal pan, temper form dushionswere used,
and double shoulderharnessesand lap belts with metal-to-metalhardwarewere
included. All these modificationshad been demonstratedby NASA researchto
be more effective than conventionalequipmentin protectingoccupantsfrom
injury in crashes.
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In this accident,the aircraft stalled and impactedthe qroundwith an
estimated sink rate of at least 8 m/s. The aircraft continuedon approximately
728 feet with a collapsednose gear, and came to a halt on the side of the
runway. The aircraftwas at 3,500 pounds gross weight at the time of impact
and the cargo pod struck the ground first preventingpotentialgear separation.
The resultantdamage was downward distortionof the wings and flaps with
wrinkles in the verticalstabilizer. The rear door and door frame were
distorted,thus preventingproperoperationof the door. The tail cone
was distortedand buckled. Both front seat tracks had a downward deforma-
tion of I/4 to 3/8 inch. Both of the sheetpanseat had a I/4 to 3/8 inch
deformation.
Each pilot was given a thorough physicialimmediatelyfollowingthe accident.
The pilot was in excellent conditionwith no cuts, abrasions,sprains,or
broken bones. The pilot in the right seat suffered only a stiffnessin the
neck for several days.
JAARS believes the simple and relativelyinexpensivemodifications ($300/
aircraftwith 8-I0 labor hours) of the metal seat pans, temper foam cusions,
a double shoulder harness, and metal-to-metallap belt closure,prevented
back injuries in this Cessna 206 accident in Papua, New Guinea, in
February 1981. Four accidents, under similar circumstances but with
unmodifiedseats, resulted in broken backs, other types injuries,and one
fatality.
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JAARSI NASA fV\ODi'FIED SEAT EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING INJUf\Y
CRASHDATACORRELATEDWITHFLIGHTPARAMETERSAT IMPACT
Huey D. Carden
Impact DynamicsBranch, SDD
Extension 3795
•May 17, 1982 , _
(RTOP505-41-33)
Since1973,the NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration(NASA)has conducted
a programon crashdynamicsof generalaviationairplanesundercontrolled,free
flightimpactconditions.The objectiveof thisprogramis to determinethe dynamic
responseof airplanestructures,seats,andoccupantsduringa crash,and to determine
the effectof flightparametersat impact(i.e.flightvelocity,flightpathangle,
pitchangle,rollangle,andgroundcondition)on loadsandstructuraldamage
experiencedby the airplaneand/oroccupants.NASAhas conductedtwenty-one(21)
controlled,full-scalecrashtestsof singleengineand twinenginegeneralaviation
airplanesand generateda substantialdatabaseon crashbehaviorof airplanes
heretoforeunavailablein the literature.
A simplifiedanalysisof the complexcrashscenariohas beendevelopedbasedon
impulse-momentumrelationships.Assumptionsweremadewhichuncouplethe analytical
expressionsfor normaland longitudinalairplaneimpulses.Theseimpulsescan then
be calculatedin termsof flightpathvelocity,Vfp,pitchangle,0, flightpath
angle,y, and accelerationof gravity g. CrashdecelerationpulsedatafromNASA
full-scalecrashtestsand otherdata in the literatureare plottedin the chartfor
comparisonwith the simplifiedanalysis.
The chartshowsnormalimpulse,GnaAt, plottedas a functionof the verticalchange
in velocityon a log-logscale, lineson the chartrepresentanalyticalresults
for threeassumedcrashimpulseshapes,a triangularshape,a half-sinewave shape,
and a rectangularwave shape. Symbolsrepresentexperimentaldata. Experimental
resultsclusternearthe linefor an assumedtriangulardecelerationshape. The
lowercluster(GnaAt : 1.5)is datafor generalaviationtestsat a flightpath
angley = -150. Themiddlecluster(GnaAt : 2.5)is datafor generalaviationtests
at flightpath angley = -30°. The uppercluster(GnaAt = 4.5) is datafor transport
and fightertests. The generalaviationtests,with the exceptionof two testsinto
dirt,were crashesontoa concretesurfacewhereasthetransport estswere into a
dirtembankment.In spiteof thesedifferencesthe crashpulsedatacorrelates
reasonablywellwith the analyticalpredictionfor the triangularpulseassumption.
The crashtestparametersincludedin thesedatado not encompassall crashscenarios,
of course. It is believed,however,thatthe datarepresentadequatelytheserious
but potentiallysurvivablegeneralaviationaircraftcrashsituation.Thus,these
resultsshouldbe usefulin the assessmentof designcrashloadsat the seat/floor
interface.
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CORRELATIONOF CRASHDATAWITHFLIGHT PARAMETERSAT IMPACT
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ANALYTICALDATA FOR F-4 AIRCRAFTWITH ACTIVE AND PASSIVEMAIN LANDINGGEARS
DURINGTP_VERSEOF A HASTILY-REPAIREDBOflB CRATER
John R. McGehee
Impact Dynamics Branch, SDD
Extension 2796
July 19, 1982
(RTOPNo. 505-44-33) 4
During the conduct of NASAContract NASI-16420 entitled "Development of an
Electronic Control for an Electro-hydraulic Active Control Landing Gear for the
F-4 Aircraft," the contractor conducted analytical simulations of the F-4
aircraft _ith active and passive gears for traverse of a hastily-repaired bomb
crater. On the basis of the results of these simulations, the active gear, as
previously reported, is not only very effective in reducing the ground loads
applied to tile airframe during traverse of the repaired crater, but is also
very effective in maintaining tire contact with the surface and thus enhances
braking effectiveness during landing rollout.
Typical results of this study are shown in the figure for both active and
passivemain gears during traverseof the hastily-repairedcrater at a ground
speed of lOl knots. Tileprofileof the repaired crater is shown in the lower
part of the figure as a function of time for tilelOl knot ground speed. Tire-
deflection time historiesfor tileactive and passivegear simulationsare shown
plotted_o the same time scale as tilecrater profile in the upper part of the
figure.
Tilepassivegear data silowthat during traverseof the initialpositive slope
of the repaired crater, the tire deflects to the wheel rim (tire-bottoming)as
a result of tilevery large shock strut force developed. The tire deflection
for the active gear, during traverse of the initialpositive slope of the
crater was only 45% of tiletire-bottomingstroke because the control system
limitedthe shock strut force and hence the tire deflection. Subsequentto
the traverseof the initialpositive slope of tilerepaired crater,the passive
gear data show that the tire reboundsfrom the surface three times. The third
reboundoccurred as the tire traversedthe final negative slope of the repaired
crater and the tire was off tileground for approximately0.27 seconds. In
contrast the active gear data show that the tire maintained contactwith the
surfaceof the repaired crater with the exceptionof a very brief period
followingtraverse of tilefinal negative slope. Consequently,the active
_ear was very effectivein keeping tiletire in contactwith the surfaceduring
traverse of the repaired crater. Followingtraverse of the repaired crater,
the active gear quickly returned the tire to the surface and effectivelydamped
oscillationsin the tire deflection.
I
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TIRE MODELINGWORKSHOPUNCOVERSNEEDTO UNIFY MODELINGEFFORTSIN
U.S. TIRE INDUSTRY
John A. Tanner,2796
ImpactDynamics Branch,SDD
September20, 1982
RTOP 505-44-33
Ob_gctive:
Provide forum for the interchange of information amongtire analysts and to
establish goals and objectives for future NASAtire modeling research.
Approach:
Held Tire Modeling Workshop on September 7-9, 1982, so that tire and finite
element experts could assess status of tire modeling and establish future
research needs.
Accomplishments:
Approximately60 industry,universityand governmentrepresentativesattended
the workshop. This workshop was the first meeting of automobile and aircraft
tire manufacturersto discuss mutual problemsand the first meeting of either
tire group with the finite elementdevelopmentcommunity. The discussions
indicatedthat there is no unifiedmodeling effort in the U.S. tire industry
due to proprietaryconcerns. Furthermorethe physicsof tire loadingand the
therhlal environment are not fully understood. It was the consensus of the
workshop attendees that the development of a family of finiteelement models
for tire design is a nonlinear structural mechanics problem that should be
addressed vigorously. Langley is in a unique position to contribute to the
solution of this problem by virtue of its nationally recognized analytical and
experimental capabilities.
Plans:
A research plan that is currently in preparation will use the ongoing Langley
tire analytical model studies as the framework for an expanded finite element
development program. This analytical program will be accompanied by a
parallel effort to establish a data base of experimental measurements to be
used as a verification tool for the nm: tire models. This effort will also
define a family of benchmark problems for tire modeling. Both the analytical
and experimental programs will be supervised by Langley personnel and coordinated
with the U.S. tire industry through the ASTMCommittee F-9 on Tires.
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NASA LANGLEY TIRE MODELING _VORKSHOP - OVERVIEW
DATE HELD: SEPTEMBER 7 - 9, !982
ATTENDANCE: 60 INDUSTRY, UNIVERSITY,AND .GOVERNMENTPERSONNEL
, CURRENT STATUS
- NO UNIFIEDMODELING EFFORT IN U. S. T!RE INDUSTRY
_. - PRINCIPLESOF TIRE PHYSICS NOT FULLY UNDERSTOOD
• SUGGESTEDCOURSEOF ACTION
- INITIATEGOVERNMENTSPONSOREDFINITE ELEMENTMODEL
D-D/ELOPMENTPROGRAM
- DEFINEFAMILYOF BENCHMARKPROBLEMSFOR TIRE MODELING
- ESTABLISHDATA BASE OF EXPERIMENTALMEASUREMENTS
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2-D DELAMINATION PROPAGATI(%NANALYSIS DEVELOPED FOR
C(IMPRESSION LOADED COMPOSITELAMINATES
James H. Starnes, Jr.
Structural Mechanics Branch, SDD
Extension 2552
October 16, 1981
(RTOP 505-33-33)
Tests performed at Langley have shown that local delaminations in graphite-epoxy
laminates can severely degrade laminate compressive strength. Laminated plate
specimens subjected to low-speed impact damaQe have been observed to fail pre-
maturely as a result of an impact-induced local delamination propagating across
the specimens. A two-dimensional analysis that descrihes what happens when a
local delamination is suddenly introduced in a compression loaded laminate has
been developed by Professors C. D. Babcock and W. G. Knauss at the California
Institute of Technology under NASA Grant NSG-1483. The local delamination is
assumed to be elliptical (semimajor axis a; semiminor axis b) and to be located
at a distance h from the laminate surface. Depending on the magnitude of the
applied strain Eo and the dimensions a, b and h of the ellipse, the local
delamination will (second photograph) or will not (first photograph) buckle.
Depending on the energy per unit area Fo required to produce a new unit of
delamination surface (a material property), the buckled delamination can remain
stable or it can propagate. If the buckled delamination propagates, it can
arrest (third photoQraph) or it can propaqate across the specimen (fourth photo-
qraph).
The analysis couples the effects of local buckling (a nonlinear problem) with
fracture mechanics to describe the behavior of the delaminated region and some
typical results for a given applied strain Eo are shown on the figure in
terms of the parameters a, b, h and Fo. For this example, the delamination
does not buckle if the values of the qoverning parameters a, b, h and Yo
fall between the coordinate axes of the figure and the dot-dashed curve. For
values of the parameters between the dot-dashed curve and the solid curves,
the delamination buckles but does not propagate. For values of the parameters
above and to the right of the two solid curves the buckled delamination propa-
qates. The upper solid curve corresponds to a propagatinq delamination where
only a qrows and the lower solid curve corresponds to a propagating delamina-
tion where only b grows. If the growth in a or b is such that the results
reintersect a solid curve (path 1), the propagation arrests. The two solid
curves intersect at the circle and the continuation of the curves represented
by the dashed curve represents unstable growth. If the qrowth in a or b
is such that the results intersect the dashed curve (path 2), the propagation
does not arrest.
These analytical results are qualitatively consistent with laboratory observations.
Additional work is underway to make selected quantitative comparisons with test
data.
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PANFLS WITH BIICKLEII SKINS
Norman F. Kniqht, Jr.
Structural MjechanicsBranch, SDr)
Extension 4585
January 25, 1982
(RTOP 505-33-33)
The desiqn of stiffened panels with buckled skins is of considerableinterest
to the aerospace industry because of the significantweight saving potential of
buckled skin designswhen compared with buckling resistant designs. In buckled
skin designs, local skin buckling is allowed which results in additional load
beinq transferredto the stiffeners. Because posthucklingdeformation shapes
can be hiqh]y complex, the analytical modeling detail that is required is not
known in advance and must be established for each stiffened panel design. One
modeling criterion that appears to have merit is based on the requirement that
the model used to predict the postbucklingresponse of a stiffened panel must
first predict accurately the initial buckling response. With this criterionin
mind, a study was made to identify the modeling detail required by a nonlinear
finite element code called STAGS that can be used to study the postbuckling
response of stiffened panels. The buckling load and correspondingmode shape
obtained with PASCO, an efficient and accurate code for calculating only ini-
tial buckling results, were used as the standards for comparison in this study.
The panel selected for the study is a flat graphite-epoxypanel with a 16-ply
skin and four I-stiffeners. The buckled cross section of the panel as deter-
mined by PASCO is shown in the upper figure. These buckling results indicate
that the stiffenerwebs deform and that local bending occurs near the skin-
stiffener interface.
Several STAGS models with varying levels of modeling sophisticationin the
skin-stiffenerregion are shown in the table alona with the buckled cross sec-
tions. In the analysis of stiffened panelS, the traditional approach has been
to model the stiffeners as discrete beams. A discrete beam model accounts for
extensional,bending and torsional stiffnesses and any eccentricitiesof the
stiffener by lumpingthese properties at the skin-stiffenerattachment points.
As such, the discrete beam model, STAGS-I, neglects not only the cross sec-
tional deformationsof the stiffener but also any local bending near the skin-
stiffener interface. The buckling load for the STAGS-1 model is 10.6% smaller
than the PASCO results because the STAGS-I model has a larger effective stif-
fener spacing. The larger effective stiffener spacing is a result of lumping
the properties of the attachment flanges at discrete points. In order to
model the local bending near the skin-stiffenerinterface, a plate model,
STAGS-2, of the attachment flanges is used and gives a buckling load which is
17.9% higher than the PASCO buckling load. The buckling load is higher because
the discrete beam representationof the stiffenerwebs used in the STAGS-2
model does not allow for the rolling of the stiffeners. The next refinement,
STAGS-3, treated the stiffener webs, in addition to the attachment flanges, as
plate elements which then allows both local bending and cross sectional defor-
mations of the web to be predicted accurateiy.
It appears that the level of modeling detail required for accurate analyses of
stiffened composite panels which are designed to operate with buckled skins
is qreater than the level of modeling detail that previously was used throughout
the discipline for buckling resistant panels.
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SOME OBSERVATIONSFROM THE WORKSHOPON FAILUREANALYSIS AND
MECHANISMSOF FAILUREOF FIBROUSCOMPOSITESTRUCTURES
Mark J. Shuart and James H. Starnes,Jr.
°
StructuralMechanicsBranch, SDD
Extensions2813 and 2552
April 16, 1982
(RTOP 505-33-33)
Objective
To assess the currentstate-of-the-artof failureanalyses and mechanisms of
failure of compositestructures.
Approach
A workshop was held at NASA-Langleyduring March 23-25, 1982, with approximately
80 invited participantsfrom government,industry,and universities. Twelve
formal presentationscoveredtopics rangingfrom fundamentalfailure mechanisms
to fail safe structuraldesign practices,and each presentationwas followed by
indepth discussionfrom workshop participants.
AccomplishmentDescription
Some observationsfrom the workshop are:
1. The responseand failuremechanisms of compositesinvolve
understandingat five structurallevels.
2. The performanceof compositestructurescan be limitedby the
effectsof discontinuitiesand "secondary"loads.
3. Current heuristicfailuremodels may need to be updatedwhen
new failuremechanisms are identified.
4. Designerscould use verified design charts and simple analyses
that show the parametrictrends for the response of composite
structures.
5. Failureexperiencesfrom large structuralcomponents (e.g.,
ACEE and military components)could providevaluable
informationabout compositestructuralbehavior for future
compositecomponentdesigns.
6. Researcherscan provide importantinformationto industryby
identifyingthe possibleproblem areas for compositestructures.
Future Plans
The proceedingsof the workshop will be documentedby a NASA ConferencePro-
ceedings to be published in fall 1982.
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SOMEOBSERVATIONSFR_ THEWORKSHOPNFAILUREANALYSISAND
MECHANISMSOFFAILUREOFFIBROUSCOMPOSITESTRUCTURES
NASALANGLEYRESEARCHENTER
MARCH23-25,1982
o RESPONSEANDFAILUREOFCOMPOSITESTRUCTURESMUSTBEUNDERSTOODATFIVELEVELS:
MICROMECHANICS;SUBLAMINATE;LAMINATE_SUBCOMPONENT_ANDFULLSCALESTRUCTURE,
o STRESSCONCENTRATIONS,DISCONTINUITIES,LOCALEFFECTSAND"SECONDARY"LOADS
MUSTBEBETTERUNDERSTOODF RCOMPOSITESTRUCTURES,
o CURRENTFAILUREANALYSESFORCOMPOSITESTRUCTURESAREBASEDONHEURISTICMODELS
ANDSIMPLEFAILURECRITERIA,ASNEWFAILUREMECHANISMSAREIDENTIFIED,NEW
MODELSWILLBENEEDED,
o TRENDSFROMVERIFIEDNACA-LIKED SIGNCHARTSANDSIMPLEANALYSESFORRESPONSE
ANDFAILUREOFCOMPOSITESTRUCTURESWOULDBEUSEFULFORDESIGNERS,
o RESULTSFROMANALYSESOFMAJORSTRUCTURALCOMPONENTFAILURESCONTRIBUTETOTHE
FUNDAMENTALUNDERSTANDINGOFCOMPOSITESTRUCTURESANDSHOULDBEDOCUMENTED,
o INDUSTRYWOULDLIKETHERESEARCHOMMUNITYOIDENTIFYPROBLEMAREASFORCOM-
POSITESTRUCTURESSOTHEYCANSOLVETHEMORDESIGNAROUNDTHEM,
EXTENDED "REDUCED-BASIS" TECHNIQUE PROVIDES EFFICIENT
SOLUTIONS FOR COMPOSITE PLATES UNDER COMBINED LOADING
Ahmed K. Noor and Jeanne M. Peters
George Washington University
Extension 2897
July 19, 1982
RTOP 505-33-33)
Research Objective
Develop efficient buckling and postbuckling analysis techniques for
composite panels subjected to combined loading.
Approach
A multiple-parameter reduced basis technique has been developed for
significantly reducing the cost of finite element buckling and postbuckling
analyses. In this technique an initial set of basis vectors (or global
approximation functions), which captures the major features of the response,
is generated using the chosen finite element model of the plate. The cost
of generating the vectors is little more than that of solving the linear
system of finite element equations of the model. The vectors are then used
to construct a reduced eigenvalue problem (of dimension 15), from which the
entre interaction curve shown in the left figure is gene_ed.
The buckling mode associated with a particular combination of compres-
sive and shear loading is used as a predictor and a nonlinear solution is
generated by using a single Newton-Raphson iteration. Also a new set of
15 basis vectors is generated at the same point. The cost of generating
the nonlinear solution and basis vectors is little more than that of a
single solution of the linear finite element equations.
The same set of 15 vectors is used to trace a numberofdiffertpost-
buckling paths, each with a fixed compressive load andvariableshearload.
The accuracy of the reducedsystem is monitoredand new set of basis vectors
is generatedwhenever the error exceedsa prescribedtolerance.
Accomplishment
For the plate consideredin the figure the total cost of bucklingand
postbucklinganalyseswas littlemore than three linear solutionsof the
original finiteelement equations.
Future Research
Furtherrefinementand improvementsin the techniquewill be made in
order to have an efficient,deslgn-oriented,bucklingand postbuckling
analysis capability. Applicationof the proposedtechniqueto buckling
problemswith mode interactionswill be attempted.
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DAMAGE-CONTAINMENTCONCEPT
SUCCESSFULLYTESTEDFORGRAPHITE/EPOXYCOMPRESSIONPANELS
Jerry G. Williams
Structural Mechanics Branch, SDD
Extension 3524
August 18, 1982
(RTOP 505-33-33)
ResearchObjective: To develop structuralarrangementsfor graphite/epoxycomposite
stiffenedpanels which prevent potentialdamage from propagatingand thereby increase
compressionload-carryingcapacity in the presence of local damage.
Approach: Local damage can notablydegrade the compressionstrength of graphite/epoxy
structuresin aircraft. The design of structuralcomponentsto allow for the
possibilityof such damage is currentlyaddressedby limitingallowableultimate
strain to around 0.0030. For lightly-loaded,stiffness-designedcomponents
such as control surfaces,this limitdoes not lead to significantmass penalties.
To make graphite/epoxyattractive for primary structurein commercialtransports,
on the other hand, allowableultimate strain should be increasedat least to 0.0050.
Research is underway to determineif and how such an increasecan be achieved.
AccomplishmentDescription: The attachedchart shows a recently demonstrated
damage-containmentarrangementfor stiffenedgraphite/epoxypanels. A photograph
of the test panel is shown in the upper left. ThR skin of the panel is composed
totallyof +45u oriented plies (relativeto the 0v load direction). For a wing-cover
application-this_skinorientationprovides shear stiffness,and panel axial stiffness
is provided by 0v plies placed in the stiffeners. The test panel was 23 incheswide
and was initiallyloaded to 350,000 pounds or 0.0035 strain and impactedunder load
with a.½ inch diameter aluminum sphere at 300 feet/sec. The panel survivedwith
local.damageonly as shown in the C-scan photograph top center. A subsequentload
cycle was applied, and the sequence of events which occurred is shown in themoire
fringe photographsat bottom and the load-straindiagram at upper right. At a
strain of 0.0034 the skin buckled into 3 halfwavesbetween stiffeners (bottom
center). At a strain of 0.0040 the damage propagatedrapidlyacross the skin but
was containedat two adjacent stiffenerinterfaces. The panel was then loaded to
500,000pounds or 0.0050 strain without furtherdamage propagation,and the test was
terminated. C-scan inspectionconfirmedthat skin damage did not extend beyond the
stiffeners.,.Thistest demonstratesfor the first time the potentialof a structural
configurationdesign for damage containmentin a compressionloaded graphite/epoxy
structure.
Plans: Further researchon damage containmentconfigurationsencompassestests on
panels long enough so that load redistributioncan be studied and in which a
stiffeneris damaged.
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NONLINEAREFFECTSON THE ITD MODALDATA ANALYSISMETHOD
Lucas G. Horta and Brantley R. Hanks
Structural Dynamics Branch
2738 10-16-81
506-53-43
In recent years, significant advances have been made in developing automated
data analysis methods for determining the vibration characteristics of linear
structures from experimental data. However, the physical nature of structures
is such that they frequently have nonlinear characteristics which violate the
basic assumptions of these linear methods. Therefore the detection and
assessment of nonlinearities when using linear data analysis methods is
imperative. A study has been initiated using a single degree of freedom
analytical model in which a cubic spring nonlinearity was added to a simple
linear torsional system. The simulated physical system, its equation of
motion and typical responses are shown at the top of the attached figure.
The objectives of the study are to determine how the presence of nonlineari-
ties can be detected and to assess the extent to which linear system algorithms
can provide useful information on nonlinear systems. It should be noted that
nonlinear systems actually have no true modal responses since their response
is a function of amplitude and other factors.
The advanced linear systBn method used in this study, to date, is the Ibrahim
Time Domain (ITD) Algorithm which analyzes free-decay data. Someof the
results obtained using this method are shown in the plots at the bottom
of the figure. As mentioned before, nonlinear system responses are a function
of amplitude. These plots relate two of the modal parameters identified
by the method, frequency and damping, with initial amplitude (a high initial
amplitude amplifies nonlinear effects). Both plots show that for small
initial amplitude the method identified the approximate modal parameters of
the linear system (dashed lines) but for higher initial amplitudes the method
indicates false degrees of freedom in the system. The frequencies identified
are not necessarily harmonics of each other as might have been expected
based on nonlinear system theory. Also, negative values of damping sometimes
occur indicating a non-existent divergent response (see figure). In all
cases the calculated "modal confidence factor" was nearly I00 percent, erron-
eously confirming the incorrect results. Other indicators of the presence
of nonlinearities, not shown on the figure, are variations in frequency and
damping with data sampling frequency and with total time length of the data
sample. Further studies with more degrees of freedom and other advanced
data analysis methods are planned.
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NEW THERMAL CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATED FOR 16-METER VACUUM CHAMBER
R. Miserentino
Structural Dynamics Branch, SDD
Extension 2817
April 26, 1982
(RTOP506-63-43)
b
A thermal capability has been added to the existing 16-meter vacuum
chamber located in the Structural Dynamics Research Laboratory, Bldg. 1293B.
Additions are ten quartz-lamp banks and ten liquid nitrogen coldplates mounted
on scaffolding inside the chamber. The chamber has a flat floor, cylindrical
side wall and hemispherical dome. Access is through a slx-meter square service
door.
The attached figure lists major features and a photograph taken inside the
chamber. The photograph shows six lamp banks and six coldplates in operation,
while in the background, two of each were not operating. The long blade-like
demonstration structure across the picture is attached to the center of a
four-meter circular turntable.
During an acceptance test, all the lamps were run at full power while the
ten coldplates were filled with liquid nitrogen and the chamber pressure was
held at 3mm Hg. In addition, the turntable was spun at various speeds ranging
down to 0.9 rpm.
Many arrangements of the 47 m2 heat sources and 47 m2 sinks can be made
to obtain different heating rates. The design maximdm heating rate is 1500
W/m2. The first research studies will explore dynamic heating and distortions
of linear and planar structures.
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MECHANICALABSORBERCONTROLSVIBRATIONSIN SPACEBEAMS
OF LIMITED LENGTH
Michael F. Card and Harvey G. McComb, Jr.
Structures and Dynamics Divison
Extension 3121
and
Susan W. Peebles
IPAD Project Office
Extension 3401
July 19, 1982
(RTOP 506-53-43)
Research Objective
Understand possible application of passive mechanical vibration absorbers to
vibration control of space beam or mast structures.
Approach
A simplified analysis was performed of a typical space mast structural concept
comprised of four graphite/epoxy longeron tubes laced together with a low-mass
truss-work. This type of mast was studied by General Dynamics Convair for
potential application to space antennas and in particular to the support of
antenna feed equipment. Pertinent structural data are shown on the chart. An
idealized space beam model of a feed mast was selected for study. The beam
was assumed to be cantilevered from the shuttle orbiter and to support a feed
mass at its free end. This arrangement is identical to the proposed Mast Space
Flight Experiment. A two-degree-of-freedom analytical representation was
developed. The vibration absorber theory in Den Hartog's textbook could then
be applied to determine the required absorber mass, spring stiffness, and damping
parameter to control the beam free-end deflections to within prescribed limits.
Accomplishment
Typical results for a feed mast beam are shown on the chart. The required ratio
of absorber mass to beam plus feed mass is plotted as a function of beam length.
Typical required tip deflection limits of ±I0 cm and typical orbiter disturbance
accelerations of 0.001 radians/second 2 are assumed. The required absorber mass is
negligible for beam lengths less than 30 meters. The required absorber mass grows
rapidly for lengths greater than 30 meters and at around 60 meters the absorber
becomes prohibitively large for this particular example.
Future Needs
Because of the approximate nature of this analysis, more refined studies should
be performed. Similar studies on other types of vibration controllers such as
momentumwheels or paired gyros should reveal improved understanding of various
approaches to vibration suppression in space antenna structures.
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ITD METHODSURPASSESFFI FORANALYS1SOF SHORTFREE-RESPONSEDATA
Richard S. Pappa
Structural Dynamics Branch
Extension3196
September20, 1982
(RTOP 506-53-53)
Research Objective: To optimize the performanceof a modern modal identification
technique--theIbrahimTime-Domain (ITD) method.
Approach: The ITD technique uses free-responsemeasurementsto identifythe
modal parameters (natural frequencies,damping factors, and complexmode shapes)•
of a test structure. Although state-of-the-artperformancehas been demonstrated,
significantchanges can occur in the identificationaccuracy with changes in
several user-selectableanalysis parametersand in the characteristicsof the
data. Controlled numerical simulationsare being conducted to understand
these effects so that optimum results with quantifiableaccuracy can be obtained
in the analysis of experimentaldata.
AccomplishmentDescription: One importantcharacteristicof the ITD technique
is its ability to accurately identify the desired modal parametersusing very
short data records (i.e., consistinq of only a few oscillation cycles of the
frequency of interest). This ability is valuable for applicationof the technique
to proposed orbital dynamics tests of low-frequency,large space structures (LSS)
where test times need to be minimized. The accompanyinqfiQure compares the
resultsof applying the ITD technique to a typical simulated free response of
the "SAFE" (SolarArray Flight Experiment)structurewith those obtained using
the well-knownfast Fourier transform (FFT) which is the basis of waanyother
contemporaryidentificationtechniques. Althoughthe FFT can be computed
rapidlyand produces results that are sufficientlyaccurate when "long" free-
response data records are analyzed, such as the 2000-sec example shown in the
figure,two inherent characteristicsof the procedurelimil;the performance
that can be achieved with shorter data records. The first is the inabilityto
resolve frequencycomponents spaced in hertz closer than roughlythe reciprocal
of the availabledata length in seconds. The other is an oscillatorydistortion
known as "leakage"that results from the mathematicaleffects of limiting data
recordsto a finite time interval. These limitationsof the FFT result illan
extremely poor estimate of the true spectrum vlhenonly the first 200 sec of
the simulated responsedata are used in the analysis,as shown in the center
result. Using the ITD algorithm, on the other hand, the FFT is completely
avoided and the modal parameters are identifiedfrom the time-domaindata
directly using a unique matrix eigensolutionapproach. The spectrum reconstructed
from the ITD-identifiedparameters obtained when the same 200 sec of data are
analyzed is indistinguishablefrom the tru_ spectrum,as shown in the lower figure.
Plans: Results of this research are beinq used in-l,ouseand in industry to
better understandand optimize ITD identificationresults. Controlled experimental
tests are underway to substantiate the perfon._anceobtained with simulated
data, inc|udinga pre-fliqht qround simulation of the "SAFE" dynamics test.
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STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS BRANCH
B5
MULTI-PLY TRANSPARENTBIREFRIN(;ENT COMPOSITE LAMINATES
DEVELOPED FOR ANISOTROPIC PIIOTOELASTIC STIIIIIES
Paul A. Cooper
Structural Concepts Branch, SDD
Extension 3787
October 16, 1981
RTOPS: 506-53-53
506-53-23
Photoelastic stress analysis techniques use birefringent material and polarized
liqht to determine the stress state in loaded structures and have been used
successfully as an experimental alternative to finite element analyses,
especially in regions with high stress gradients. Recently under NASA-Langley
contract, I. Daniel from ITTRI has developed photoelastically sensitive cross-
ply fibrous composite materials which can be used to extend photoelastic
experimental techniques to include anisotropic structures. Simultaneously
under a cooperative agreement with Langley, Prof. Prabhakaran from ODU has
extended the usual photoelastic experimental procedures to encompass aniso-
tropic structures.
The figure shows an example of the different stress fields which occur because
of material anisotropy. The classical problem of a point load on a semi-
infinite isotropic plane gives a principal shear stress (isochromatic) pattern
as shown at the top of the figure. The anisotropic material, in this case
unidirectional fibers oriented parallel to the load on the right figure and
perpendicular to the load on the left figure, exhibits a distinct distortion
of the stress pattern. The stress patterns for the two composite material
pictures were produced by the same load level. With the use of this material,
qlobal stress distributions may now be determined in anisotropic materials.
A quantity of sheets of various cross-ply orientations have been delivered
and are being used by researchers at ODU to investigate experimental stress-
separation techniques, at VPI&SU to investigate load flow in multi-fastener
joining of composite laminates, and at IOB_ State to investigate crack
propagation in anisotropic media.
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TECHNICALHIGHLIGHT
NOVELFASTENERCONCEPTPERMITSUSEOF LARGECARBON-CARBONHOT STRUCTURES
L. R. Jackson, R. C. Davis, and A. H. Taylor
Structural Concepts Branch, SDD
Extension 2414
April 26, 1982
(RTOP307-02-02)
Research Objective
To provide a metal fastener for joining structural components made of carbon-
carbon, which has a much smaller coefficient of thermal expansion than the metal,
that provides a snug fit at all temperatures (to effectively transmit shear)
and that produces no thermal stress.
Approach
Conventional metal fasteners require a snug-fitting shank to effectively trans-
mit shear. When heated, the shank wants to expand considerably more than the
hole in the carbon-carbon; consequently, the carbon-carbon attempts to restrain
the fastener and the resulting force is sufficient to break the carbon-carbon.
The Daze metal fastener is configured to expand thermally without restraint by
the carbon-carbon while simultaneously maintaining continuous contact over suf-
ficient area to permit shear transmission through the joint at an acceptable
bearing stress in the carbon-carbon.
The Daze fastener concept consists of conical heads that have coincident ver-
tices, as shown in the figure, and mating countersunk holes are provided in the
carbon-carbon. As the joint is heated, the metal expands radially from the point
of coincident vertices. Where the metal contacts the carbon-carbon, the snug
fitting conical heads slide without interference. Since the fastener is free to
expand, no thermal stress is produced in either the fastener or the carbon-carbon.
Accomplishment Description
Results include a test, see figure, wherein a snug fitting conventional metal
fastener was installed in a graphite plate. During the first thermal cycle
(simulated shuttle cycle), the graphite plate failed. Two Daze fasteners were
installed in lapped graphite plates. This test element was tested for four
thermal cycles without failure. Numerous variations of the Daze fastener have
been conceived, and a patent disclosure has been submitted.
Future Plans °
A contract is being negotiated with the Vought Corporation, Dallas, Texas,
funded under the Director's Discretionary Fund, to study Daze fasteners as
applied to a carbon-carbon body flap for the shuttle. Vought will make and
test several Daze fasteners. Funding permitting, successful results will be
applied to a study of the body flap. The body flap is too large to make as a
one-piece layup, as the leading edges are now made; thus, a multielement struc-
ture must be used, which requires a suitable fastener. The Daze fastener and
carbon-carbon for all control surfaces have the potential to reduce the shuttle
weight by about 5000 lb.
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PREFERREDCONCEPTPROPOSEDFORNAVAL
EMERGENCYVLF ANTENNATOWER
Walter L. Heard, Jr.
Structural Concepts Branch
Extension 2608
May 10, 1982
(RTOP 506-53-4 3
Research objectives
The objective of this program is to devise a concept for a lO00-foot, emergency,
very-low-frequency (VLF) antenna tower that can be compactly stowed for highway
transportation to a remote site and erected in one-to-three days. The concept
would be used by the U. S. Navy to reestablish VLF communications with its sub-
marine fleet following loss of the fixed VLF stations due to nuclear attack.
Approach
Under funding from the U. S. Naval Electronics Systems Command, establish the
tower design criteria and technical guidelines. Devise candidate tower struc-
tural configurations and methods of erection using deployable, erectable, and
modular techniques. Develop design and analysis software and perform trade
studies for comparison of cost, performance, risk, logistics, and complexity.
Accomplishment Description
Seven concepts were devised for which analysis verified structural feasibility.
A preferred concept is proposed which is a guyed tower of telescoping aluminum
cylinders that can be automatically extended to a height of 1,000 feet in less
than twelve hours. Manufacturing feasibility studies indicate that the cylin-
drical segments of the tower can be fabricated using state-of-the-art techniques.
The concept is light enough (approximately 33,000 lhs.) for highway transporta-
tion and can be packaged small enough to fit within a standard tractor-trailer
truck. The tower and the preferred internal erector mechanism are shown
schematically in the accompanying figure. The internal erector eliminates the
need for controlling tower stability during erection with synchronized deployable
guylines. The internal erector carries up the interior nested cylinders, leaving
behind s,Jccessive exterior cylinders which can be guyed off permanently. The
tower design study has been documented as three separate NASA Contractor Reports
which include the analysis and trade studies, the structural configurations and
erection scenarios, and the preliminary specifications for the preferred concept.
Future Plans
As a res:Jlt of these studies, the Navy has provided additional funding to extend
the current contract (scheduled to conclude April 28, 1982) in order to plan
electrical and structural hardware tests and further develop the internal erector
concept and joint designs. A substantial increase in funding for this project
has been requested by the Navy for FY 83. It is the Navy's desire for NASA-LaRC
to continue managing the program.
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TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHT
TAILORINGMESH IMPROVESACCURACY OF FACETED REFLECTORS
W. B. Fichter
StructuralConcepts Branch, SDD
Extension3179
JulY 19, 1982
(RTOP 506-53-43)
Research Objective
To improve the performanceof faceted reflectorantennas by minimizing the rms
surface distortion relativeto the ideal paraboloid.
Approach
Without lateralpressure, constant-tensionmembranes cannot assume the desired
paraboloidalreflectorshape. Whether the membranesare stretched over a
planar or a paraboloidalframe, deviations from the desired surface are intro-
duced. These deviations,which degrade antenna performance,can be quantified
to provide a rationalbasis for design of a minimal-errorconfiguration. In
this study, expressionsare being developed for rms deviationbetween the ideal
reflector surface and its faceted-membraneapproximation. For some representa-
tive facet shapes,the membrane deflection shapes and locationswhich minimize
rms deviationare sought.
AccomplishmentDescription
Results to date are for equilateraltriangles. For comparisonswith flat facets,
exact solutionshave been obtained for uniform-tensionmembranes subjected to
parabolic edge displacements,and rms deviations have been calculated for two
doubly curved facet arrangements:
1. The membrane edges are matched to the paraboloidalsurface, and
2. The membrane has both optimal parabolicedge deflection and
placement relativeto the paraboloid.
On the figure, resultsfor two flat-facetand two curved-edgefacet configura-
tions are given. In the first flat-facetconfiguration,which serves as a
baseline,the triangle vertices are in contact with the paraboloid. The
dimensionless rms deviation is _rms = 0.0646__ 2, where F is the reflector
D F/D
focal length,£ is the length of a facet edge, and D is the diameter of the
shallow dish. Moving the flat facet into the paraboloidalsurfaceto its
minimal-rms location,the error is reduced by 75 percent. Making the facet
edges congruentwith the paraboloidalsurfaceyields a slight additional
improvement. Finally, moving the facet into the paraboloidalsurface and
giving it the optimum parabolic edge deflectionyields a 90 percent reduction
from the baseline rms deviation, o
Future Plans
Similar analyses for rectangularfacets have begun. Also underway is a study
of the feasibilityof incorporatingthese potential improvementsin a deploy-
able truss antenna.
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LIMITS OF ACHIEVABLE ACCURACY DEFINED FOR TRUSS
ANTENNA STRUCTURE
William H. Greene
StructuralConcepts Branch, SDD
Extension2841
September 17, 1982
RTOP 506-53-43
Research Objective
Tetrahedraltrusses are currently being considered for forming a stiff, stable
reflectorsurface for large antennas. Even with careful manufacturing proce-
dures, the many struts which form the truss structure possess length errors
which can contributeto a non-idealreflective surface. The objective of this
study is to assess the magnitude of surfacedistortion errors in truss antenna
reflectorsconsidering random strut length errors.
Approach
The length error of each strut in the truss is assumed to be random with a
normal distribution, zero mean, and standard deviation, a_. The structural
deformationscaused by the imperfect struts are calculated with an EAL finite
element analysis. To calculate the statistical properties of this surface
deformation,the analysis is performed a large number of times with different
sets of randomly selectedmember errors.
AccofnplishmentDescription
In the figure, a surface error parameter consisting of the root mean squared
normal surface error nondimensionalizedby reflectordiameter and member error
standard deviation is plotted versus the number of rings in the truss. A
typical ring is shown shaded on the five ring reflector in the figure. The
heavy line denoted as "achievable accuracy" was obtained from the finite
element results. The requirementsfor the three antennas shown in the figure
are based on the rather co_mnonassumption of the rms surfaceerror being equal
to 1/20 of the operating wavelength. The struts in the reflectorsare assumed
to have an error standarddeviation of I x 10-4 which should be possible with
careful manufacturing techniques. The LMSS and the Microwave Radiometer have
similar operating wavelengths but because the LMSS has a much smaller diameter
(55m versus 750m) its surface accuracy requirement is much more easily met.
The LDR has only a 20m diameter but because its operating wavelength is very
small, (< lmm) its surface acccuracy requirement cannot be met by the truss
backup structure alone. For cases where the surface accuracy requirements
cannot be met by the truss, the current analysis can be used to define the
dimensional range that a control system will have to provide.
Future Plans
Feed location structure will be adde,1to the model and focal point errors
assessed.
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TECHNICALHIGHLIGHT
PMR-15 POLYIMIDE/GRAPHITEFIBER COMPOSITEBONDEDAND BOLTED
JOINTS CARRYSPACECRAFTDESIGNLOADSAT 550°F
Paul A. Cooper and J. Wayne Sawyer
Structural Concepts Branch
Extensions 3787 and 3714
September 20, 1982
RTOP524-71-03 (CASTS) and 743-01-03 (SCR)
Research Objective
The objective of this program is to provide a data base for the design of
graphite/polyimide composite joints useful for service at elevated temperatures
(550OF).
Approach
Determine with allowables and small specimen tests the materials and structural
joining characteristics. Design, fabricate and test the strength and fatigue
behavior at elevated temperature of both bonded and bolted attachment concepts
for skin splices and rib-skin and spar-skin interfaces. The program includes
over 1500 individual laboratory tests of composite elements and components.
Accomplishment Description
Static tests showed that seven types of joints successfully transferred required
design loads at 550OF (as high as i0,000 Ib/in for bolted splice joints). The
bonded joints used an adhesive formulation based on the Langley developed high
temperature adhesive LaRC-13. Roomtemperature tests of bolted concepts showed
that the PMR-15/celion fiber composite had the same net tension and shearout
capabilities at ambient temperature as corresponding graphite/epoxy joints so
that there was no compromise of room temperature capabilities by using polyimides.
The accompanying figure shows a schematic of the components of both a bonded
and bolted corner joint and a picture of an assembled graphite/polyimide bolted
corner joint test specimen. Results from the contract are supporting two
programs at Boeing:
o Strong factor in influencing the decision to start in-house applications
research program at Boeing Commercial with PMR-15/PI for possible use
in -757 and -767 cowlings and nacelles (no production commitment as yet).
o Results were used in Air Force research study to configure a joint
between a brittle ceramic radome and titanium missile body. The
component was successfully tested at 800°F.
Future Plans
Static and fatigue tests of production quality joints underway. Contract
was completed in June 1982.
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